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Analysis and Exploitation of Musician Social
Networks for Recommendation and Discovery
Ben Fields, Student Member, IEEE, Kurt Jacobson, Student member, IEEE,
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Abstract—This paper presents an extensive analysis of
a sample of a social network of musicians. The network
sample is first analyzed using standard complex network
techniques to verify that it has similar properties to other
web-derived complex networks. Content-based pairwise
dissimilarity values between the musical data associated
with the network sample are computed, and the relationship between those content-based distances and distances
from network theory explored. Following this exploration,
hybrid graphs and distance measures are constructed,
and used to examine the community structure of the
artist network. Finally, results of these investigations are
presented and considered in the light of recommendation
and discovery applications with these hybrid measures as
their basis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
S more freely-available audio content continues to
become accessible, listeners require more sophisticated tools to aid them in the discovery and organization of new music that they will find enjoyable.
This need, along with the advent of Web-based social
networks and the steady progress of signal-based music
information retrieval have created an opportunity to
exploit both social relationships and acoustic similarity
in recommender systems. Combining these relations can
provide a means to improving the understanding of
the complex relationship between songs, which itself is
required to improve song recommendation. One way to
do that is to base recommendations on more information
than is provided by a single distance measure between
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songs, allowing the production of systems capable of
mediating content-based recommendations with given
social connections, and hence the construction of socially
structured playlists.
Social networks present a way for nearly anyone
to distribute their own media and, as a result, there
is an ever-larger amount of available music from an
ever-increasing array of artists. Given this environment
of content, how can we best use all of the available
information to discover new music? Can both social
metadata and content based comparisons be exploited
to improve discovery of new material? Can this crowdsourced tangle of social networking ties provide insights
into the dynamics of popular music? Does the structure
of a network of artists have any relevance to musicrelated studies such as music recommendation or musicology?
Motivated by this, we examine the Myspace artist
network. Though there are a number of music oriented
social networking websites (e.g. Soundcloud1 , Jamendo2 ,
etc.), Myspace3 has become the de facto standard for
web-based music artist promotion. For the purpose of
this paper, artist and artist page are used interchangeably
to refer to the collection of media and social relationships
found at a specific Myspace page residing in Myspace’s
artist subnetwork. Although exact figures are not made
public, recent estimates suggest there are well over 8
million artist pages4 on Myspace.
The Myspace social network, like most social networks, is based upon relational links between friends
designating some kind of association. Within each Myspace user’s friends there is a subset of between 8 and
40 top friends. While generic friends are mutually confirmed, individual users unilaterally elevate top friends
from the generic friends set. Additionally, pages by
artists contain streaming and downloadable media of
some kind either audio, video or both.
1
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To work towards answering the questions posed above,
we explore the relationship between the connectivity of
pairs of artists on the Myspace top friends artist network
and measures of acoustic dissimilarity between these
artists. Furthermore, we identify communities of artists
based on the Myspace network topology and attempt
to relate these community structures to musical genre.
Finally, we present a prototype system of music playlist
generation, paying attention to means for its evaluation.
Immediately following this section is a review of relevant literature from complex network theory and signalbased music analysis. Section III then provides a detailed
discussion of the sample network’s properties and our
methods. The initial experiments into the relationship
between the social connectivity and the acoustic feature
space and their results are presented and discussed in
Section IV. The implications and direction for future
work are discussed in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
We begin the background with a discussion of existing
tools for the analysis and manipulation of networks in
Section II-A. This subsection covers complex network
analysis, network flow analysis, particular issues pertaining to networks of musicians and community structure.
In Section II-B we examine highlights of past work
in audio content-based music similarity. Lastly, Section
II-C provides background in the independence measures
we use in later sections.
A. Existing Tools for Networks
1) Complex Networks: Complex network theory deals
with the structure of relationships in complex systems.
Using the tools of graph theory and statistical mechanics, physicists have developed models and metrics
for describing a diverse set of real-world networks –
including social networks, academic citation networks,
biological protein networks, and the World-Wide Web. It
has been shown that these diverse networks often exhibit
several unifying characteristics such as small worldness,
scale-free degree distributions, and community structure
[1]. We will discuss some of the characteristics of the
Myspace artist network in III-B. For a more in depth
discussion of complex network analysis techniques the
reader is referred to [1], [2]
2) Network Flow Analysis: The basic premise in
network flow analysis is to examine a network’s nodes
as sources and sinks of some kind of traffic [3]. Typically, though not exclusively, flow networks are directed,
weighted graphs. Many useful measures for determining
the density of edge connectivity between sources and
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Fig. 1: A simple flow network with directed weighted
edges. Edge width is representative of node capacity,
which is also labeled on each edge. Treating node A
as the source and node F as the sink, the maximum flow
is 4.

sinks can be found in this space [4]. One of the most
common among them is the Maximum Flow, which is a
means of measuring the maximum capacity for fluid to
flow between a source node to a sink node or, equivalently, the smallest sum of edge weights that must be cut
from the network to create exactly two subgraphs, one
containing the source node and one containing the sink
node. This equivalency is the Maximum Flow/Minimum
Cut Theorem [5]. If the edges in a graph are unweighted,
this value is also equivalent to the number of paths
from the source to the sink which share no common
edges. Mature algorithms, incorporating a number of
optimization strategies, are available for computing the
maximum flow between nodes [3], [6].
An example of Maximum Flow can be seen on the
network in figure 1. The narrowest flow capacity from
node A to node F are the edges E(a, b) and E(a, c),
where E(a, b) + E(a, c) = 4. The maximum flow can
simply be found by taking the sum of the magnitude of
each edge in the minimum cut set.
The few examples of network flow analysis being
applied in music informatics deal primarily with constructing playlists using segments of a complete solution
to the Traveling Salesman Problem [7] or use exhaustive
and explicit textual metadata [8] without comparisons to
content-based metrics.
3) Musician Networks: Quite naturally, networks of
musicians have been studied in the context of complex
network theory – typically viewing the artists as nodes
in the network and using either collaboration, influence,
or similarity to define network edges. These networks
of musicians exhibit many of the properties expected
in social networks [9]–[11]. However, these studies all
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examine networks created by experts (e.g. All Music
Guide5 ) or via algorithmic means (e.g. Last.fm6 ) as
opposed to the artists themselves, as is seen in Myspace
and other similar networks. Networks of music listeners
and bipartite networks of listeners and artists have also
been studied [12], [13].
4) Community Structure: Recently, as more data
heavy complex networks have been created across many
domains, there has been a significant amount of interest
in algorithms for detecting community structures in these
networks. These algorithms are meant to find dense
subgraphs (communities) in a larger sparse graph. More
formally, the goal is to find a partition P = {C1 , . . . , Cc }
of the nodes in graph G such that the proportion of edges
inside Ck is high compared to the proportion of edges
between Ck and other partitions.
Because our network sample is moderately large, we
restrict our analysis to use more scalable community
detection algorithms. We make use of the greedy modularity optimization algorithm [14] and the walktrap
algorithm [15]. These algorithms are described in detail
in Section III-D.
B. Content-Based Music Analysis
Many methods have been explored for content-based
music analysis, attempting to characterizing a music
signal by its timbre, harmony, rhythm, or structure. One
of the most widely used methods is the application of
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) to the modeling of timbre [16]. While a number of other spectral
features have been used with success [17], when used in
combination with various statistical techniques MFCCs
have been successfully applied to music similarity and
genre classification tasks [18]–[21].
A simple and fairly prevalent means to move from the
high dimensional space of MFCCs to single similarity
measure is to calculate the mean and covariance of each
coefficient across an entire song and take the Euclidean
distance between these mean and covariance sets (e.g.
[19]). In the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation
eXchange (MIREX) [22], [23] competitions of both
20077 and 20098 , this method was shown to do a reasonable job of approximating human judgments of contentbased similarity. A slightly more complex approach for
computing timbre-based similarity between two songs
5
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or collections of songs creates Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) describing the MFCCs and comparing the
GMMs using a statistical distance measure. Often the
Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD), a technique first used in
computer vision [24], is the distance measure used for
this purpose [21], [25]. The EMD algorithm finds the
minimum work required to transform one distribution
into another.
C. Measuring Independence Between Distributions
When comparing social and acoustic similarity in
this work, in addition to examining linear correlation
via Pearson correlation, we will also find the mutual
information contained across the social and acoustic
similarity distributions. Taken from information theory,
mutual information is the amount of dependance (usually
measured in bits) that one distribution has on another
(see for example [26]). Given two distributions X and
Y , Mutual information I(X; Y ) can be defined as
I(X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y )

(1)

where H(X) is the marginal entropy of the distributions
X and Y and H(X|Y ) is the conditional entropy of X
given Y .
All mutual information and related entropy calculations in this work are calculated using pyentropy9 ,
a python library for performing information theoretic
analysis on data distributions [27].
III. C OMPLEX N ETWORKS AND AUDIO C ONTENT
A NALYSIS
In this section, we report on our sampling of the
Myspace network, describing our method in Section
III-A and properties of our sample in Section III-B. We
describe how to treat songs (rather than artists) as nodes
in the graph in Section III-C, and describe our methods
for community structure detection in Section III-D.
A. Sampling Myspace
The Myspace social network presents a variety of
challenges. Firstly, its size prohibits analyzing the graph
in its entirety, even when considering only the artist
pages: therefore we sample a small yet sufficient portion
of the network. Secondly, the Myspace social network
is filled with noisy data – plagued by spammers and
orphaned accounts: we limit the scope of our sampling in
a way that minimizes this noise. Finally, there currently
is no published interface for easily collecting the network
9

http://code.google.com/p/pyentropy/
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data from Myspace. Our data is collected using web
crawling and HTML document scraping techniques10 .
1) Artist Pages: It is important to note we are only
concerned with a subset of the Myspace social network
– the Myspace artist network. Myspace artist pages
are different from standard Myspace pages in that they
include a distinct audio player application containing
material uploaded by that user. Standard practice (and
a requirement of the End User License Agreement) is
that this material has been generated by this user. We
therefore use the presence or absence of this player to
determine whether or not a given page is an artist page
where, as stated in Section I, artist page is used to
refer to the collection of social links and audio material
assumed to be generated by the same person or group
of people.
A Myspace page will include a top friends list. This is
a hyperlinked list of other Myspace accounts explicitly
specified by the user and, unlike generic friends, need
not be a reciprocal relationship. The top friends list is
limited in length with a maximum length of 40 friends
(the default length is 16 friends). In constructing our
sampled artist network, we use the top friends list to
create a set of directed edges between artists. Only top
friends who also have artist pages are added to the
sampled network; standard Myspace pages are ignored.
We also ignore the remainder of the friends list (i.e.
friends that are not specified by the user as top friends),
assuming these relationships are not as relevant. Our
sampling method is based on the assumption that artists
specified as top friends have some meaningful musical
connection for the user – whether through collaboration,
stylistic similarity, friendship, or artistic influence. This
artificially limits the outdegree of each node in such
a way as to only track social connections that have
been selected by the artist to stand out, beyond the selfpromoting noise of their complete friend list. Further, it
is also a practical reduction as top friends can be scraped
from the same single html document as all the other
artist metadata. 50 friends are displayed per page, so
N
gathering a full friend list would require 50
pages to be
11
scraped , significantly increasing the number of page
requests required to sample the same number of artists.
Aside from these social connections metadata about
the artist is gathered. This includes the name of the artist,
number of page views and genre labels for the artists.
The audio files associated with each artist page in the
sampled network are also collected for feature extraction.
10

Myspace scraping is done using tools from the MyPySpace
project available at http://mypyspace.sorceforge.net
11
Where N is the number of friends, typically 103 but in some
cases of the order 107 .
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15.569

4.479
6.426
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TABLE I: The network statistics for the Myspace artist
network sample where n is the number of nodes, m is
the number of edges, hki is the average degree, l is the
mean geodesic distance, and dmax is the diameter, as
defined in Section II-A1.
Note that while genre tags collected are at the level of
artist; therefore all audio files associated with that artist
will have the same genre labels applied.
2) Snowball Sampling: There are several network
sampling methods; however, for the networks like the
Myspace artist network, snowball sampling is the most
appropriate method [28], [29]. In this method, the sample begins with a seed node (artist page), then the
seed node’s neighbors (top friends), then the neighbors’
neighbors, are added to the sample. This breadth-first
sampling is continued until the fraction of nodes in
the sample reaches the target or sampling ratio. Here,
we randomly select a seed artist12 and collect all artist
nodes within 6 edges to collect 15,478 nodes. If the
size of the Myspace artist network is around 7 million,
then this is close to the 0.25% sampling ratio suggested
for accurate degree distribution estimation in sampled
networks. Note that the sampling ratio is not sufficient
for estimating other topological metrics such as the
clustering coefficient and assortativity [30]; such global
measures are not required for this paper.
With snowball sampling there is a tendency to oversample hubs because they have many links and are easily
picked up early in the breadth-first sampling. This effect
reduces the degree distribution exponent by introducing a
higher proportion of node with high connectivity then are
seen in the complete network. This produces a heavier
tail but preserving the overall power-law nature of the
network [29].
B. Network Analysis of the Myspace Artist Network
Sample
The Myspace artist network sample exhibits many of
the network characteristics common to social networks
and other real-world networks. Some of the network’s
statistics are summarized in Table I.
We see that the MySpace artist network is like many
other social networks in its “small world” characteristics - having a small diameter and geodesic distance.
12
The artist is Karna Zoo, Myspace url: http://www.myspace.com/
index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewProfile&friendID=134901208
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Additionally, in previous work, it has been shown that
the Myspace artist network is assortative with respect
to genre labels – that is, artists preferentially form
connections with other artists that have the same genre
labels [31].
Although the network is constructed as a directed
network, for some of our experiments we convert to an
undirected network to simplify analysis. This conversion
is done to reduce complexity for analysis and to better
examine the reflexive properties of our network. Each
edge is considered bi-directional, that is (i, j) = (j, i),
and if a reflexive pair of edges existed in the directed
graph, only one bi-directional edge exists in the undirected graph.
The degree distribution for this undirected reduction
network is plotted in Figure 2 on a log-log scale. As mentioned earlier, it is common to find a power-law degree
distribution in social networks [1]. However, exponential
degree distributions have been reported previously in
some types of music recommendation networks [9]. This
is especially true for networks with imposed degree
limits. For moderate degree values (35 < k < 200),
our sample shows a power-law distribution. For lower
degree values, the distribution is closer to exponential.
This may be related to the fact that our network has
an out degree limit imposed by Myspace restricting the
maximum number of top friends (kout ≤ 40). The powerlaw fit also breaks down for high values of k – most
likely due to the limited scope of our sample. Similar
“broad-scale” degree distributions have been reported for
citation networks and movie actor networks [32]. A more
detailed analysis of this Myspace artist network can be
found in [31].
C. Artists or Songs?
An unweighted graph between songs can be constructed by simply applying the artist connections to
their associated songs; weights can be assigned to these
song-to-song edges individually, for example based on
acoustic dissimilarity between pairs of songs computed
with the methods described in Section IV. These node
relationships are illustrated in Figure 3.
D. Community Structure
We apply two community detection algorithms to our
network sample – the greedy optimization of modularity
[14] and the walktrap algorithm [15]. Both of these
algorithms are reasonably efficient for networks of our
size and both algorithms can be easily adapted to incorporate audio-based similarity measures. The work of this
section discusses and extends the community structural
analysis of [33] with further audio analysis.

5

Fig. 2: The cumulative degree distributions for the Myspace artist network sample. For moderate values of k ,
the distribution follows a power-law (indicated by the
dotted line), but for low and high values the decay is
exponential.
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Fig. 3: A comparison of sampled and song expanded
means of representing the relationship between artists.
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1) Greedy Modularity Optimization: Modularity is a
network property that measures the appropriateness of
a network division with respect to network structure.
Modularity can be defined in several different ways [2].
In general, modularity Q is defined as the number of
edges within communities minus the expected number
of such edges. Let Aij be an element of the network’s
adjacency matrix and suppose the nodes are divided into
communities such that node i belongs to community
Ci . We define modularity Q as the fraction of edges
within communities minus the expected value of the
same quantity for a random network. Then Q can be
calculated as follows:
1 X
di dj
δ C i Cj
Aij −
2m ij
2m


Q=



(2)

where the δCi Cj function is 1 if Ci = Cj and 0 otherwise,
m is the number of edges in the graph, and di is the
degree of node i – that is, the number of edges incident
i dj
on node i. The sum of the term d2m
over all node pairs
in a community represents the expected fraction of edges
within that community in an equivalent random network
where node degree values are preserved.
If we consider Q to be a benefit function we wish to
maximize, we can then use an agglomerative approach
to detect communities – starting with a community for
each node such that the number of partitions |P| = n and
building communities by amalgamation. The algorithm
is greedy, finding the changes in Q that would result
from the merge of each pair of communities, choosing
the merge that results in the largest increase of Q, and
then performing the corresponding community merge. It
can be proven that if no community merge will increase
Q the algorithm can be stopped because no further
modularity optimization is possible [14]. Using efficient
data structures based on sparse matrices, this algorithm
can be performed in time O(m log n).
2) Random Walk: Walktrap: The walktrap algorithm
uses random walks on G to identify communities. Because communities are more densely connected, a random walk will tend to be ‘trapped’ inside a community
- hence the name “walktrap”.
At each time step in the random walk, the walker is at
a node and moves to another node chosen randomly and
uniformly from its neighbors. The sequence of visited
nodes is a Markov chain where the states are the nodes
of G. At each step the transition probability from node
i to node j is Pij = Adiji which is an element of the
transition matrix P for the random walk. We can also
write P = D−1 A where D is the diagonal matrix of the
degrees (∀i, Dii = di and Dij = 0 where i 6= j ).

6

The random walk process is driven by powers of P :
the probability of going from i to j in a random walk of
length t is (P t )ij which we will denote simply as Pijt .
All of the transition probabilities related to node i are
t . We then
contained in the ith row of P t denoted as Pi•
define an inter-node distance measure:
rij

v
u n
t − P t )2
u X (Pik
1
1
jk
t
t
− D− 2 Pj•
k (3)
=t
= kD− 2 Pi•
k=1

dk

where k.k is the Euclidean norm of <n . This distance can
also be generalized as a distance between communities:
rCi Cj or as a distance between a community and a node:
rCi j .
We then use this distance measure in our algorithm.
Again, the algorithm uses an agglomerative approach,
beginning with one partition for each node (|P| = n).
We first compute the distances for all adjacent communities (or nodes in the first step). At each step k , two
communities are chosen based on the minimization of
the mean σk of the squared distances between each node
and its community.
σk =

1 X X 2
r
n C ∈P i∈C iCi
i

k

(4)

i

Direct calculation of this quantity is known to be NPhard [15], so instead we calculate the variations ∆σk .
Because the algorithm uses a Euclidean distance, we can
efficiently calculate these variations as
∆σ(C1 , C2 ) =

1 |C1 ||C2 | 2
r
n |C1 | + |C2 | C1 C2

(5)

The community merge that results in the lowest ∆σ
is performed. We then update our transition probability
matrix
t
P(C
=
1 ∪C2 )•

|C1 |PCt 1 • + |C2 |PCt 2 •
|C1 | + |C2 |

(6)

and repeat the process updating the values of r and
∆σ then performing the next merge. After n − 1 steps,
we get one partition that includes all the nodes of the
network Pn = {N }. The algorithm creates a sequence
of partitions (Pk )1≤k≤n . Finally, we use modularity
to select the best partition of the network, calculating
QPk for each partition and selecting the partition that
maximizes modularity.
Because the value of t is generally low (we use
t = 4), this community detection algorithm is quite
scalable. For most real-world networks, where the graph
is sparse, this algorithm runs in time O(n2 log n) [15].
Note though, the optimized greedy modularity algorithm
is considerably faster than the walktrap algorithm –
O(m log n) versus O(n2 log n)
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IV. H YBRID M ETHODS OF S IMILARITY A NALYSIS
In this section we will discuss and extend the work
of [34], [35], applying additional acoustic similarity
measures and expanding our analysis of resulting distributions of similarity measurements. The geodesic distance between all pairs of artists within the sample are
compared to the acoustic similarity of songs associated
with each artist. Maximum flow analysis is subsequently
used to further explore this artist social space. This
measure is compared to the same artist based acoustic
similarity and an additional song to song acoustic metric
is used. Lastly, community segmentation and structural
analysis are explored as a further means of understanding
the interaction between these two spaces.
MFCCs are extracted from each audio signal using a
Hamming window on 8192 sample FFT windows with
4096 sample overlap. All MFCCs are created with the
fftExtract tool13 . For each artist node a GMM is built
from the concatenation of MFCC frames for all songs
found on each artist’s Myspace page. Generally artists
have between 1 and 4 songs, although some artists
have many more. The mean number of songs is slightly
more than 3.5 per artist. An n × n matrix is populated
with the earth mover’s distance λij between the GMMs
corresponding to each pair of nodes in the sample. As
a second acoustic dissimilarity measure, the software
suite Marsyas14 is used in the exact configuration that
was used in the MIREX 2009 Audio Similarity and
Retrieval15 task to generate MFCC-based average value
vectors per song and then to generate an N ×N euclidean
distance matrix of these songs. These distance matrices
are used to draw λ values to compare against the song
expanded graph as detailed in Section III-C.
A. Geodesic Distance
The relation between audio signal dissimilarity and
the geodesic path length is first examined using a box
and whisker plot. The plot is shown in Figure 4. These
dissimilarities are grouped according to the geodesic
distance in the undirected network between the artist
nodes i and j , dij . There appears to be no clear correlation between these λ values and geodesic distance. The
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient confirms
this giving a ρ of −0.0016.This should be viewed in the
context of the number of pairwise relationships used,
implying it is stable, at least for the community of artists
found via this sample of the network.
13

source code at http://omras2.doc.gold.ac.uk/software/fftextract/
http://marsyas.info/
15
http://music-ir.org/mirex/2009/results/abs/GTfinal.pdf
14

Fig. 4: The box and whisker plot showing the spread
of pair-wise artist dissimilarity grouped by geodesic
distance as found on the artist graph. The whiskers
cover the second and seventh eigthile beyond the inner
quartiles covered in each box.

B. Maximum Flow
In our Myspace top friends graph, the maximum flow
is measured on the directed and undirected reduction of
the unweighted graph from the source artist node to the
sink artist node.
1) Experiment: The maximum flow value is calculated, using the snowball sample entry point as the fixed
source against every other node in turn as a sink, yielding
the number of edges connecting each sink node to the
entry point node at the narrowest point of connection.
The acoustic distances are then be compared to these
maximum flow values.
In order to better understand a result from analysis
of our Myspace sample, a baseline for comparison must
be used. To that end, random permutations of the node
locations are examined. In order to preserve the overall
topology present in the network, this randomization is
performed by randomizing the artist label and associated
music attached to a given node on the network. This is
done ten fold, creating a solid baseline to test the null
hypothesis that the underlining community structure is
not responsible for any correlation between maximum
flow values and λij from either of the two acoustic
dissimilarity measures.
2) Results: The results of this experiment show no
simple relationship between the sampled network and the
randomized network. This can be seen in Table II and in
Figures 5 and 6. There is an increase in the median EMD
for the less well connected (i.e. lower maximum flow
value) node pairs in the Myspace sample graph, though
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P-value

12.46
9.11

0.19
0.43

TABLE III: The Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA test
results of EMD against maximum flow for both the
sampled graph and it’s random permutations. The Hvalues are drawn from a chi-square distribution with 10
degrees of freedom.
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(a) The Euclidean distance distribution on the
sampled graph
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(b) The Euclidean distance distribution on the
random permutations of the graph, maintaining
the original edge structure.
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Fig. 6: The box and whisker plots showing the distribution of Euclidean distance grouped by maximum flow
value between artists on the Myspace social graph and
the randomized permutations of the graph.
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audio distance type

H(X)

H(X|Y )

H(Y )

I(X; Y )

Euclidean distance
GMM/EMD

3.100
3.098

3.00
2.723

8.65
8.65

0.100
0.375

(b) The EMD distribution on the random permutations
of the graph, maintaining the original edge structure.

Fig. 5: The box and whisker plots showing the distribution of EMD grouped by maximum flow value between
artists on the Myspace social graph and the randomized
permutations of the graph.

this is not significant enough to indicate a correlation,
while the randomized permutations are near flat. Perhaps
the easiest way to examine the relationship between the
sampled graph and randomized one is through the deltas
of each group’s median from the entire dataset median.
This data is shown in the second and fourth column
in Table II and Figure 7. Further, the Kruskal-Wallis
one-way ANOVA results for both the sample graph and
averaged across the 10 fold permutations are shown in
Table III.
Additionally, we calculated the mutual information be-

TABLE IV: Entropy values for the acoustic distances
and maximum flow values. X is the set of audio distance
measurements, Y is the set of maximum flow values.

tween the flow network and both of the acoustic distance
measures. These can be seen, along with the entropy of
each set in Table IV. Here we can beyond simply looking
at an implied near independence. The mutual information
between the maximum flow values and either of two
acoustic distance measure is a small fraction of the
entropy of either respective set of distances.
C. Using Audio in Community Detection
Both community detection algorithms described in
Section III-D are based on the adjacency matrix A of the
graph. This allows us to easily extend these algorithms
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Earth Movers Distance
Max Flow
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

9

Marsyas generated Euclidean Distance

median

deviation

randomized

deviation

median

deviation

randomized

deviation

40.80
45.30
38.18
38.21
40.00
41.77
39.94
39.38
38.50
39.07

1.26
5.76
−1.35
−1.32
0.47
2.25
0.41
−0.15
−1.03
−0.46

39.10
38.34
38.87
38.64
39.11
39.02
39.24
38.76
38.87
40.85

−0.43
−1.19
−0.66
−0.89
−0.42
−0.51
−0.29
−0.77
−0.66
1.32

7.256
7.016
6.932
6.872
6.673
6.896
6.568
6.597
6.270
6.253

0.571
0.331
0.247
0.187
−0.011
0.211
−0.116
−0.087
−0.414
−0.431

6.710
6.668
6.764
6.707
6.695
6.761
6.714
6.660
6.717
6.623

0.025
−0.016
0.079
0.022
0.010
0.076
0.029
−0.023
0.032
−0.061

TABLE II: Node pairs of median acoustic distance values grouped by actual minimum cut values and randomized
minimum cut values, shown with deviations from the global medians of 39.53 for EMD and 6.6848 for Euclidean
distance. EMD weights are on the left and Euclidean distances as generated by Marsyas are on the right.

6

sampled graph, EMD
randomized graph, EMD
sampled graph, Euclidean distance
randomized graph, Euclidean distance
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Fig. 7: The deltas from the global median for each
maximum flow value group of acoustic distance values,
from the sampled graph and the randomized graph.

to include audio-based similarity measures. We simply
insert an inter-node similarity value for each non-zero
entry in A. We calculate these similarity values using
both audio-based analysis methods detailed in Section
IV.
These dissimilarity values must be converted to similarity values to be successfully applied to the community
detection algorithms. WE do this by taking the reciprocal
of each dissimilarity.
(

Aij =

λ−1
if nodes i and j are connected,
ij
0 otherwise.

(7)

1) Genre Entropy: Now that we have several methods for detecting community structures in our network,
we need a means of evaluating the relevance of these
structures in the context of music. Traditionally, music

and music artists are classified in terms of genre. If
the structure of the Myspace artist network is relevant
to music, we would expect the communities identified
within the network to be correlated with musical genres.
That is, communities should contain nodes with a more
homogenous set of genre associations than the network
as a whole.
As mentioned in our description of our sampling of
the Myspace network (Section III-A), we have collected
genre tags that are associated with each artist. In order
to measure the diversity of each community with respect
to genre we use a variant of Shannon entropy we call
genre entropy S . This approach is similar to that of
Lambiotte [13]. For a given community Ck we calculate
genre entropy as:
SC k = −

X

Pγ|Ck log Pγ|Ck

(8)

γ∈Ck

where Pγ|Ck is the probability of finding genre tag
γ in community Ck . As the diversity of genre tags
in a community Ck increases, the genre entropy SCk
increases. As the genre tags become more homogenous,
the value of SCk decreases. If community Ck is described
entirely by one genre tag then SCk = 0. We can
calculate an overall genre entropy SG by including the
entire network sample. In this way, we can evaluate
each community identified by comparing SCk to SG .
If the community structures in the network are related
to musical genre, we would expect the communities to
contain more homogenous mixtures of genre tags. That
is, usually, we would expect SCk ≤ SG . However, as
community size decreases the genre entropy will tend
to decrease because fewer tags are available. To account
for this, we create a random partitioning of the graph
that results in the same number of communities with the
same number of nodes in each community and calculate
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algorithm
none
gm
gm+a
wt
wt+a

(a) Audio weights are Earth Mover’s Distance

(b) Audio weights are Euclidean distance
generated by Marsyas

Fig. 8: Box and whisker plots showing the spread of
community genre entropies for each graph partition
method where gm is greedy modularity, gm+a is greedy
modularity with audio weights, wt is walktrap, and wt+a
is walktrap with audio weights. The horizontal line
represents the genre entropy of the entire sample. The
circles represent the average value of genre entropy for
a random partition of the network into an equivalent
number of communities. (a) uses the Earth Mover’s
Distance for audio weight, (b) uses Euclidean distance
from Marsyas.

the corresponding genre entropies Srand to provide a
baseline.
If an artist specified no genre tags, this node is ignored
and makes no contribution to the genre entropy score. In
our data set, 2.6% of artists specified no genre tags.
2) Results: The results of the various community
detection algorithms are summarized in Figure 1 and
Table 1. When the genre entropies are averaged across
all the detected communities, we see that for every
community detection method the average genre entropy
is lower than SG as well as lower than the average genre
entropy for a random partition of the graph into an equal
number of communities. This is strong evidence that the
community structure of the network is related to musical
genre.
It should be noted that even a very simple examination
of the genre distributions for the entire network sample

c

hSC i

hSrand i

Q

1
42
33
195
271

1.16
0.81
0.90
0.80
0.70

1.13
1.13
1.08
1.06

0.61
0.64
0.61
0.62

TABLE V: Results of the community detection algorithms where c is the number of communities detected,
hSC i is the average genre entropy for all communities,
hSrand i is the average genre entropy for a random
partition of the network into an equal number of communities, and Q is the modularity for the given partition.

suggests a network structure that is closely related to
musical genre. Of all the genre associations collected
for our data set, 50.3% of the tags were either “HipHop” or “Rap” while 11.4% of tags were “R&B”.
Smaller informal network samples, independent of our
main data set, were also dominated by a handful of
similar genre tags (i.e. “Alternative”, “Indie”, “Punk”).
In context, this suggests our sample was essentially
“stuck” in a community of Myspace artists associated
with these particular genre inclinations. However, it is
possible that these genre distributions are indicative of
the entire Myspace artist network. Regardless, given that
the genre entropy of our entire set is so low to begin
with it is an encouraging result that we could efficiently
identify communities of artists with even lower genre
entropies.
Without audio-based similarity weighting, the greedy
modularity algorithm (gm) and the walktrap algorithm
(wt) result in genre entropy distributions with no statistically significant differences. However the walktrap
algorithm results in almost five times as many communities which we would expect to result in a lower
genre entropies because of smaller community size. Also
note that as discussed in Section III-D the optimized
greedy modularity algorithm is considerably faster than
the walktrap algorithm.
With audio-based similarity weighting, we see mixed
results. Applying audio weights to the greedy modularity algorithm (fg+a) actually increased genre entropies
but the differences between fg and fg+a genre entropy
distributions are not statistically significant. Audio-based
weighting applied to the walktrap algorithm (wt+a) results in a statistically significant decrease in genre entropies compared to the un-weighted walktrap algorithm
(p = 4.2×10−4 ). It should be noted that our approach to
audio-based similarity results in dissimilarity measures
that are mostly orthogonal to network structure [34].
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V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have presented an analysis of the community structures found in a sample of the Myspace artist network.
The communities detected have lower entropy over genre
labels than a graph with randomly permuted labels.
We have applied two efficient algorithms to the task
of partitioning the Myspace artist network sample into
communities and we have shown how to include audiobased similarity measures in the community detection
process. We have evaluated our results in terms of genre
entropy - a measure of genre tag distributions - and
shown the community structures in the Myspace artist
network are related to musical genre.
We compared social space of the Myspace sample
with content-based acoustic space in two ways in Section
IV. First the geodesic distances of pairs of artists were
compared to the acoustic distance between these pairs
of artists. Then maximum flow between pairs of artists
was compared to both the acoustic distance between
the artists and amongst the artists’ songs. While not
perfectly orthogonal, the artist social graph and the
acoustic dissimilarity matrix clearly encode different
relational aspects between artists. This can be clearly
seen in the small amount of mutual information seem
between the sets of distances. The implication is that
using both of these spaces in applications driven by
similarity measures will result in much higher entropy in
the data available to such an application. This suggests
that a recommendation or discovery system that can use
both domains well has the potential to perform much
better than a similar system that relies on only one
domain in isolation.
Furthermore, while an inverse relationship between
Earth Mover’s Distance and the maximum flow value
might be expected on the basis of the conventional
wisdom that a community of artists tend to be somehow
aurally similar, this does not appear to be the case. The
evidence, at least in this sample set, does not support
this relationship. However, based upon the difference
in result from the Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA test
and simple observation of the deviation from the global
median the maximum flow values and Earth Mover’s
Distances do seem affected by the artist created social
links, though it is not a simple relationship and describing it precisely is difficult.
Because the Myspace artist network might be of
interest to other researchers, we have converted our graph
data to a more structured format. We have created a Web
service16 that describes any Myspace page in a machine-

readable Semantic Web format. Using FOAF17 and the
Music Ontology18 [36], the service describes a Myspace
page in XML RDF. This will allow future applications
to easily make use of Myspace network data (e.g. for
music recommendation).
While it is unclear how to best to use all the available
information from the wide range of artists and musicians,
what this work makes clear is that there are advantages
to complex multi-domain notions of similarity in music.
By using both acoustic and social data recommender
systems have more avenues to pursue to present new
material to users in a transparent way. Whether either of
these spaces can provide insight into the other remains
an open question, though our work tend to show the
likely predictability of one space from the other is low.
In spite or perhaps because of this separation, and given
the sheer quantity of data available on the web, it seems
inevitable that these domains will be used in tandem in
future music recommendation and musicological study.
A. Further Investigation into Artist Networks
In future work we plan to examine community detection methods that operate locally, without knowledge
of the entire network. We also plan to address further
directed artist graph analysis, bipartite networks of artists
and listeners, different audio analysis methods, and the
application of these methods to music recommendation.
Many of these tasks require the expansion of our
sample network. The goal of any effort to expand the
sample size of a network such as Myspace is best focused
on ways to make the sample set more indicative of the
whole. While it is impossible to assess this without
capturing the entire graphs some assumptions can be
made. Snowball sampling has a tendency to oversample
hubs. Given this, a better expanded network is likely to
result through the selections of new starting seed artist
(most likely at random) and proceeding via a breadthfirst crawl until that crawl results in overlap with the
known network. It is reasonable to assume that this
method, when used over multiple hubs, will produce
a lower proportion of high centrality hubs then simply
continuing further with the existing breadth first crawl.
With a lower proportion of these over-sampled hubs, the
social structure of the sample would better match that of
the whole.
B. Playlist-Based Applications
1) The Max Flow Playlist: In order to build playlists
using both acoustic and social network data, the Earth
17

16

available at http://dbtune.org/myspace
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http://www.foaf-project.org/
http://musicontology.com/
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Mover’s Distance is used between each pair of neighbors
as weights on the Myspace sample network. Two artists
are then selected, a starting artist as the source node and
a final artist as the sink node. One or more paths are then
found through the graph via the maximum flow value,
generating the list and order of artists for the playlist. The
song used for each artist is the most popular at the time
of the page scrape. In this way playlists are constructed
that are influenced both by timbre similarity and bound
by social context, regardless of any relationship found
between these two spaces found via the work discussed
in Section IV. Playlists generated using this technique
were informally auditioned, and were found to be reasonable on that basis.
There is clearly potential in the idea of the maximum
flow playlist. When using either audio similarity measure
as a weight the results appear to be quite good, at least
from a qualitative perspective. The imposed constraint
of the social network alleviates to some extent short
comings of a playlist built purely through the analysis
of acoustic similarity by moving more toward the balance between completely similar works and completely
random movement.
2) Steerable Optimized Self-Organizing Radio: Using
the song-centric graph the following system is proposed
as a means of deployment. This system will be designed
to play a continuous stream of songs via an internet
radio stream. The playback system will begin with an
initial, seed song and destination song, then construct a
playlist. While this playlist is being broadcast, anyone
tuning into the broadcast will also being able to vote via
a web based application on the next song to serve as
the destination. In order to produce a usable output the
vote system would present a list of nominees selected
as a representative track from various communities as
segregated via means discussed in Section IV-C.
Once the current destination song begins broadcast,
the voting for the next cycle will cease. The current
destination song will be considered the seed song for
the next cycle and the song with a plurality of votes will
become the new destination, then the next playlist will
be calculated and its members broadcast. This process
will continue for the duration of the broadcast. If this
automatic playlist creation system is allowed to run for
a sufficient amount of time, a great deal of user data
will be recorded. This would include voting behavior,
average length of time continuously listened and whether
listeners (or at least IP addresses) return. This provides
a built-in means of human listener evaluation for these
playlists.
It is hoped that this system, or one like it, will provide
an application driven means to evaluate the usability of
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the measures explored in this work in task of music
discovery and recommendation.
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